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To all whom, ‘it may concern :

15

a longitudinal section through a device em
bodying my invention; Fig. 2 is a cross sec
20

25

this it assumes a position substantially like

Be it known that I, LEWIS I'IALLOGK NASH, that shown in Fig. 2 of the drawings. The
a citizen of the United States, and a resi head E has formed within it port 6‘ and this
dent of New York city, borough of Brook port. connects with a series of passages (25
lyn, in the county of Kings and State of leading to the outlet passage 6“. Upon the 60
New York, have invented. certain new and opposite side of the case chamber the head D
useful Improvements in Pumps and Air 1s formed with passage d’ which connects
Compressors, of which the following is a with the port d2 throu h which the ?uids
speci?cation.
can enter the case chain er. The head D is
My invention relates to improvements in also provided with a recess ol3 provided with 66
air compressors, vacuum pumps and similar an extension d“ which communicates through
devices, and consists in certain improve the center of the wheel a” with the outlet
ments, construction and operation all of passage in the opposite head.
which will be clearly pointed out in the
The operation of the device is as follows:
specifications and claims.
Suppose the wheel to be revolved in the di 70
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 shows rection of the arrow in Fig. 2 and that the
case chamber is ?lled with water as shown

by the broken lines. The bucket of the

tion taken on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 wheel in contact with the case at a is full

is a view similar to Fig. 2 with the impeller of water but as the wheel advances this 75
wheel removed; Fig. 4 is a view of the same bucket or closure passes over an enlarged
case chamber looking from the other direc portion of the case chamber and the liquid
tion and showing the opposite head; Figs. is caused to ?ow out into said enlargement
5, 6, 7 and 8 are modi?ed forms of structure. by the centrifugal force of the revolving
' Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the case cham

wheel. This leaves an opening through 80

her is formed of a cylindrical structure hav which air or other gas can be drawn through
ing- a passage 0’ in its circumference. At the port 032 and, as the wheel continues to
each side are heads E and D which form the advance until the bucket above referred to
ends of the cylindrical chamber and have reaches the position shown at a", the water
30 ports and passages for the in?ow ‘and out
will have largely passed out into the en 86
flow of the liquids. A wheel A is mounted larged portion or lobe of the case and the
upon a shaft B having hearings in the end space will have been ?lled with air. At this
heads so. that the wheel revolves with its point the air port d2 is no longer in com
shaft within the case chamber in such a man munication with the bucket when in the
35 ner as to leave the passage 0’ between the
position shown at a’. In the continued mo 90
outer edge of the wheel and the case Walls. tion of the wheel the water revolves with
The wheel A is formed of a cylindrical hol the wheeland is forced to enter these buckets
low rim having a passage as extending from by the fact that the lobe begins to contract
end to end of said wheel. On'the outside and the pressure produced upon the air is
40 of said rim are formed extending blades
dependent upon the amount of force which 95
which divide the exterior into a series of the water is able to exert in such compres
pockets or buckets open at their sides. The sion. The compressin action takes place

side edges of the blades and the ends of the throughout the comp ete motion of‘ the

rim of the wheel ?t upon the heads of the wheel until it arrives ‘at the point marked
case chamber so as to form a joint therewith a8 when it has reached its point of greatest 100
and these parts coact with ports in the heads compression. At this time the wheel passes
to control the entrance and discharge of the over the extension d‘ which is the outlet port
‘?uids into and out of the wheel buckets. for the air compressed in the bucket and
The wheel ?ts the case at one point a and the compressed air escapes into the passages
50 forms a joint while all the rest of the cir
e‘ and 0", during which time the air is being
cumference of the case chamber is formed ejected by the water which continues to
with a passage between the wheel and the enter said bucket from the extended ortion
case walls. Within the said case chamber is of the case and re?lls the bucket w1th_wa
placed a ?uid F which is caused to revolve
55 by the motion of the wheel and in doing ter. The wheel?now passes to the position
at a when the operation is repeated. At the 110
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same time the compressed air is being ex
hausted through the port (13* it is also pass

ing through the port 6* in the opposite head,
and this air passes through the center of the
wheel, and so escapes to the outlet.

The

duces the amount of water outside of the
wheel buckets so that the case walls may be
made to approach nearer and nearer as the
edect progresses. The more blades which

can be put into action the greater the ef

fect produced in driving the liquid and the
the wheel and, as they are made of the same force exerted upon the liquid is transmitted
before described.
dimensions, the wheel is perfectly balanced to the gaseous body,

70

device, therefore, has ports on each end of

served that the ports 6“ are somewhat nearer

It will be seen that in the preferred form
shown in Fig. 2 the maximum depth‘ of

the center than the inner rim of the wheel

the passage 0’ occurs at a point only a short

and that a certain amount of water is car
ried over into the center of the wheel and

distance from the joint-forming surface a
of the case and that the driving effect there
after continues through the balance of the

against end pressure. It will also be ob
10

revolves in the portion d“. This water,
15

which may contain a certain amount of air,
is thus caused to give up this air by cen

circumference. This construction gives the
greatest possible effect to the driving force

trifugal force, the air passing into the center
of the revolving ?uid and so out through

of the Wheel.

75

80

In Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 four modi?cations of

the ports e’‘. The air under pressure exerts the case chamber are shown; Fig. 8 having
20 its pressure upon the rotating ?lm of water one lobe, as shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 7 having 85
and this makes a joint between the edges of two lobes; Fig. 6 having three lobes, and
the center rim of the wheel and the end Fig. 5 having four lobes. The wheel oper
plates D and E so that water intervenes at ating in this case chamber would be the same
the said joint and thus obstructs the ?ow of as the one shown in Fi . 2 ‘and the operation
25 air, the e?'ect of which is to very largely re of the machine woul differ in that pre 90
viously described only in the fact that the
duce the danger from leakage.
I will now more fully describe the form wheel is double acting; that is, two volumes
' of the passage between the exterior of the being discharged and two received on each
wheel and the case walls. The object of revolution of the wheel. In Fig. 6 three vol
30 this passage is to allow the water to ?ow out umes would be discharged and in Fig. 5 four 95
of one set of wheel buckets and then to pass volumes would be discharged. The more
around the case passage into another set of
buckets. The force that causes this ?ow is
the rotation of the wheel. The water is ?rst
35

drawn out into the passage by centrifugal

force and inertia and then each blade of the
“wheel tends to drive it forward in the pas
sage until the liquid is carried back into
the buckets by the walls of the case cham
40 ber. As the pressure in the buckets in
creases as they revol’ve forward, some of the
water will be forced into the buckets and
therefore it is not necessary to have the wa
ter passage of the same width at all portions
46 of the case; these walls are therefore made

to approach nearer the wheel toward the
outlet point and thus the form of the pee
sage may be an approximate spiral. For
this purpose I make the enlarging portion of
50 the passage 0’ extend for a smaller are of

complete description of these modi?cations
is deemed unnecessary in view of that al

ready given in regard to Fig. 2.
What I claim and desire to secure by Let 100
ters Ifatent of the United States is :
1. In a compressor or vacuum pump, the

combination of a wheel having extended

blades for forming pockets at its periphery,
and a case chamber comprising heads D, E
and an intermediate part having an interior
surface non-concentric with the wheel blades
and forming a passage connecting said oek

105 '

ets, the wheel making a joint upon the ends
D, E of the case so as to form with the case I10

chamber a series of enlarging and contract
ing spaces, combined with ports in said
heads for introducing the charge. and a pas
sage in the center of said wheel operating

substantially as described.

110

2. The combination in‘ an air compressor
the circumference of the wheel and increase
the length of the are through which the con or vacuum pump of a wheel having a central
traction takes place. The advantage is that hub and blades extending therefrom form-,
a greater number of blades act in pushing ing pockets on the exterior of the same, of a
55

the water toward the outlet port and greater case chamber adapted to contain a 1i uid
pressure is secured. The advantage of the and having a passage exterior to the w eel

120

spiral form of case consists in the fact that circumference connecting the pockets of the
each blade of the wheel exerts a driving wheel with each other, combined with heads
force upon the liquid in the lobe of the case completing. the case and containing ports
60

and this driving force, therefore, increasbs contkolled by the side edges of said wheel

progressively as the wheel revolves to the blades to admit and discharge the ?uids into
position of exhaust. The pressure due to and out of said pockets.
3. The combination of a revolving wheel
this e?ect is taken advantage of to intro

H5

duoe more and more water into the bucket

having peripheral blades forming ockets, a.

containing the comp

case chamber inclosing said w eel and 180

air, and this re
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adapted to contain a liquid, said case cham

ber having inlet and discharge portsto con

10

tween the pockets and the interior of the

wheels, the casing having a, port connecting

trol the in?ow and out?ow of gases to said with the interior of the wheel.
pockets, and having a passage connecting the
9. In a device of the character described,
pockets of said wheel, said passage enlarging 'a case chamber adapted to contain a body
through a short are of the wheel circumfer of ?uid, a revoluble wheel in the casing con 70
ence at the inlet port and gradually reduc~ sisting of an imperyforate hollow rim por
ing through a longer are of the wheel cir tion making contact with the casing heads,
cumference toward the discharge port.
and having peripheral pockets and a port
4. In an aircompressor or vacuum pump in the casing wall estabtishing communica
the combination of a revolving wheel having tion between the pockets and the interior of 75
peripheral extensions forming pockets, a the Wheel, the head of the casing having an

case chamber adapted to ‘contain a liquid

outlet port located within the open end of

and having inclosing heads ?tting the edges the wheel.
15

of the wheel to form a joint with the exten

10. In a device of the character de 80

sions thereof and complete said pockets, said scribed, a case chamber adapted to contain

20

chamber having inlet and discharge ports in a body of ?uid, a revoluble wheel in the cas—
the heads for controlli
the ?ow ‘of a gas ing consisti?g of an im'pcrforate hollow rim
into and out of said pockets, and said case portion making contact with the casing
chamber also having a passage connecting heads, and having peripheral pockets, and a
the pocketstof said wheel, said passage en

port in the casing
munication between
cumference at the inlet port and gradually terior of the wheel,
reducing through a longer are of the wheel having an annular

larging through a short are of the Wheel cir
.25

circumference toward the discharge port. I

wall establishing com
the pockets and the in
the head of the casing
recess concentric with

86

axis of the wheel and an outlet port located

5. In a device as above described, the com-

in the wall of said recess.
hination with the case and ports therefor of
11. In a device of the character de
a wheel having an interior rim, making scribed, a case chamber adapted to contain a

30

joint-forming connection with the walls of bod}r of ?uid, a revoluble wheel in the casing
the ends of said chamber, and an interior consisting of an imperforate hollow rim
portion forming a passage from end to end portion making contact with the casing
of said wheel combined with head ports for heads, and having eripheral pockets, the
controlling the in?ow and outflow of'the casing having an in ct port exterior of the

gases from said device.
35

40

45

50

(3. In a device of the‘ character described,
the combination of a wheel having pockets
extending from a central rim portion, said
wheel having .a hollow interior, combined

95

rim portion of the wheel, a port in the cas

ing wall establishing communication be
tween the pockets and the interior of the

100

wheel, and the casing also having an outlet
port from the interior of the wheel.

with a case chamber having a head, said
12. In a device of the character de
head having a recess to receive airotating scribed1 a. case chamber adapted to contain
?uid, and also having ports c‘ of less diam a body of ?uid, a revoluble wheel in the 105
eter than the said rim portion of the wheel case consisting of a hollow rim __portion

so asto retaina portion of the revolving making contact at its ends with the casing
?uid in the interior of the wheel to form a heads, and having peripheral pockets, an in
joint between said wheel and the case cham let in the casing exterior of the rim, an
ber wall.
I
outlet from the casing located within‘ the
7. In a device of the character described, a open end of the wheel, the casing having a
case chamber adapted to contain a body of port connecting the chamber exterior of the
?uid, a rei-‘oluhle wheel in the casing having rim with the hollow interior of the latter.

peripheral pockets open at their sides, and

110

13. In a device of the character de 115

said wheel having a hollow interior, the scribed, the combination of a wheel having
heads of the chamber on both sides of the pockets extending from a central rim por

55

wheel having depressions forming passages tion. said Wheel having a hollow interior
establishing communication between the dis combined with a case chamber including a

charging buckcts through the open‘sides

head having a recess to receive a rotating 120

thereof and the interior of the wheel, the ?uid. said head also having a port located
case chamber having an outlet from the in~ whollv within the boundary of said rim por
tcrior of the wheel.
tion and communicating with said hillow in

60
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8. In a device of the character described,
a case chamber adapted to contain a bodv

terior so as to retain a portion of the revolv

of ?uid, a revoluble wheel in the casing con:
sistlng of an imperforate hollow rim portion
making contact with the casing heads, and
having peripheral pockets, and a port in the
casing wall establishing communication be-

a joint bet-ween said wheel and the case

ing fluid in the interior of the wheel to form

chamber wall.
14. In a compressor or vacuum pump, the

‘combination of a wheel having extended

l blades for forming pockets at its Periphery,

125
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and a case chamber comprising heads D, E ’ ber'having inlet and discharge ports to'con
and an intermediate part having an" interior trol the in?ow and out?ow of gases to said
surface non-concentric with the wheels blades pockets, and having a passage connecting

and forming a passage connecting said pock the pockets of the wheel and having its
cts, the wheel- making a joint upon the heads point of maximmn capacity nearer the in
I), E of the case so as to form with the case let port than the outlet port, for ‘the purpose
chamber a series of enlarging and contract

‘described.

I

_

ing spaces, combined with ports in said
In testimony whereof I ‘have hereunto
heads for introducing the charge, and an signed my name in the presence of two sub
10

outlet passage.
15. The combination of a revolving wheel

having peripheral blades forming pockets,

a case chamber inclosing said wheel and
adaptedto contain a liquid, said case cham

scribing Witnesses. -

LEWIS HALLOCK NASH.
\Vitnesses:

M. E. MGNINCH,
E. G. HEYLMEI‘R.
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It is heréby éerti?ed that in LQ't-fers Patent No. '1=09'1,529, granted Ma'rch 31,
1914, upon the application pf Lewis Hallock Nash; of New York, N. Y., ‘for an

:impro-vement in “Pumps-?nd Air-Gom?i'essors,” efrbrg aépe‘ar in'the printed sp‘eciL
.?c'ation requiring correc?bn as follqws; Page 3, line 1-‘23, f‘or thawofd “ hyillow”’-read

L‘cebPftia,l‘Ne0otc5_l92r.nj1st'_kln

hollow; same page, line 6'1, and-{page i, line 3; fqr the' word “ \‘ivheels” rgad wheel; .
andihat’the said Letters Pg'tént should be réad with these Corrections therein ‘that I

the samé may conform the réodrdiof the
Iih thé Patent Of‘?ce.
Signed‘ and‘ sealed this 5th day of Mé.y,'.A.- D., 1915.
[8_EAL.]'
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J. T. NEWTON,

40mg wmmzgeiom of Pam“.

